THE FIT
GOLFER
Core Strength May Be the Core of Your Golf Game
By Chris Kendall, MPT and Betsy Voyles, MSPT
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strength to play effectively and reduce the
chances of injury. The
core muscle groups
that must be well conditioned for a sound
golf swing include the
lower abdominals, the
side stomach muscles
(obliques),
the
gluteals, and the muscles surrounding the
shoulder blades. One
of the main problems
with many golfers
stems
from
poor
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strength and poor
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endurance in these
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core muscles. Each of
these muscle groups
must be strong so that the rotational saying “the tail wags the dog”.
forces that are produced during the Golfers must achieve a higher level of
swing do not cause joint or muscle core strength so that they can swing
injury. The lower back is the most the club, not allowing the club to
common body part injured during swing them!
Studies have shown that amateur
golf and the main reason for this is
due a lack of core strength. It’s like the golfers use approximately 90% of their
peak
muscle
activity
when
hitting
a
golf
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ball.
This
type
of
lower stomach until back flattens on
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the floor, then raise one leg as
muscle activastraighten one leg without letting
shown, maintaining flat
tion can be commidsection drop.
back posture, return leg
pared to other
to start position
sporting activities such as football and tennis.
The main difference
between
golf and these
other sports is
the sport-specific
training the athletes endure in

hat is it going to take to
play your best golf next
season?
Buy new golf clubs with the latest
technology? Take golf lessons from a
well-respected teaching professional?
Learn how you can perform better
mentally on the course? Go out to the
driving range and practice more?
Learn how to get your body in condition to play your best and safest golf?
The answer to playing your best golf
is to successfully integrate all of these
performance factors into your game.
Without concentrating on each of these
factors, you will not play to your ultimate potential.
Although all of these factors are critical to performance, we are going to
focus on how the condition of your
body is directly related to your golf
swing, and subsequently, to your golf
scores. There are many physical factors
which must be considered with golf,
including strength, flexibility, posture,
balance, and control.
Golfers must have sufficient core
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Sitting on gym ball, hold golf club
along spine, contacting back of
head and lower
back, shift weight to
one leg, as you
slowly straighten
opposite leg.

driver long and straight, and avoid a
golf-related injury, then you need to
seriously consider a customized golfspecific training program!
Call Body Balance for Performance,
the complete golf, health and fitness
training program if you have any
questions about the exercises or to

18 Holes of

schedule a comprehensive golf fitness
evaluation (312) 455-9691 or (847) 4418799. The evaluation includes a comprehensive physical assessment, video
swing analysis, and goal setting to
develop optimal core strength
and to begin your road to true
Body Balance.

G ET IN TO TH E S WING.

Championship Golf

these other sports. Golfers are just
beginning to realize that performance
and longevity are directly linked to
sport-specific conditioning. If golfers
are not conditioning specifically for
the sport and they are producing these
substantial forces over and over again
swinging the club, guess what happens? Due to the lack of strength in the
core region, they become much more
susceptible to injuries. In addition,
there will typically be major inconsistencies in their game because these
core muscles do not have the strength
and endurance to produce a consistent, repeating swing.
If you have ever watched the golfers
on the long drive circuit you will see
that they have tremendous strength
throughout the body, especially in the
core region. They dedicate themselves
to golf-specific fitness training because
they realize that the stronger they are,
the more powerful and consistent they
will be.
We have included a number of exercises that will help you begin to
strengthen some of your core muscles.
These exercises should be performed
slowly while maintaining a smooth
breathing pattern.
If you would like to maximize each
golf lesson with your teaching professional, hit that new titanium rocket-ship

Oak Brook Hills

Hotel and Resort
Maybe you re a pro. Maybe you re an
aspiring beginner. But if you love the
3500 Midwest Road

Stay
&

game of golf, get into the swing at Willow
Crest Golf Club at Oak Brook Hills. Our

Stay & Play Package for two includes one night accommodations, 18 holes of golf, lunch at the Grille, and a
Oak Brook, Illinois

$15 credit to the Willow Crest Pro Shop. Plus a complimentary cart, bag storage, use of the pools and fitness center, and a golf amenity upon check-in. Less

Reservations

than 30 minutes from Chicago, you ll also enjoy the luxuries of Chicagoland s premier resort.
Ask us about Group Outings, Public Play and Players
Card.

630 850 5555

For more information and reservations
call 630.850.5555.
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